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Abstract: 

Nonalcoholic fatty liver is a liver disease that affects almost all the world. According to one study nonalcoholic fatty 

liver is a disease that affects almost one third of adult population. Low levels of growth harmone in general are 

associate with nonalcoholic fatty liver disease. It is observed that the relationship between the GH and the igf is 

observed in the mayo hospital Lahore steaosis is unclear. Our purpose of this study is to find the mechanisms 

between it is observed that the stopness in the igf to steaosis and over it is observed that the stopness in this the igf 

and the GH subjects. It is observed that the liver GHR ablation leads to increases in lipid up take. It is observed that 

when the insulin recovered in body by the effect of IGF 1. IGF 1 also improves that the how the disease called the 

stenosis works. It is also observed that IGF 1 is sufficient to help to reduce the data and also help the steaosis to 

work in the proper direction 
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INTRODUCTION: 

Nonalcholic fatty liver that is caused by low level of 

hormone it is a liver disease that effects the almost 

one third of population [1]. It is also observed that 

low levels of growth hormone is directly associated 

with the nonalcholic fatty liver disease [2]. It is also 

observed in mayo hospital Lahore that the patients 

have GH receptor and loss of function finally makes 

nonalcoholic fatty liver disease [3]. The patient has 

GH deficient we provide them GH treatment [4]. 

After GH treatment or after achieving adult height 

leads to the production of the liver cancer that leads 

the patient to death. It is also observed that the 

minimize in circulating GH IGF 1 directly associates 

with nonalcholic fatty liver [5]. The patients have 

obese disease manifest GH stopness they that 

observed that minimization in GH that are low as on 

GHD subjects [7]. The GH therapy has many 

advantages like it reduces fat in young individuals 

and helps in abdominal obesity [6]. It is also a 

universal truth that patients of GH levels treat with 

the method of ghr. In this directly in bound with 

reduced and it minimizes the transducer and acticator 

of transcription [9]. The deletion of GHR might result 

in decrease in fats and lipid. This study is under taken 

in Mayo hospital Lahore Pakistan [10]. The result in 

minimization to GH level means that it nearly leads 

to nonalcholic fatty liver disease. That is a most 

spreading disease in all our the world [11]. The clinic 

is currently tried to unrevealed that the efficiency of 

the gh cureness how it helps to change the body it 

reduces the hepatic content in patients with 

nonalcholic fatty liver [12]. 

 

METHODOLOGY: 

We performed this study in mayo hospital Lahore in 

this study includes HIT mice and floxed ghr mice. 

We achieved the gene inactivation of ghr mice by 

using cre/lox-P system. The mices that is included in 

this study at mayo hospital Lahore included 

C57BL/6J genetic background. All the mices 

included in this study is separated by according to 

their sex. It is also in observance that are mices are 

kept in place of five animals per cage and have low 

light and food and water. We used serum plasma in 

this study to find and investigate. We collected 

plasma in mayo hospital Lahore by using orbital 

bleeding in time between 9 to 10 am. We also 

collected free fatty acids calorimetric assay. We also 

have to find the tissue FA composition. We find the 

FA composition by using the gas chromatography 

method. We also have to find the liver glycogen 

content we measured it by using colorimetric assay. 

All the mices that are in under observation are given 

injection of 0.6 U/kg insulin ans 2mg/g glucose and 

2g/kg sodium pyruvate. We also have to measure the 

blood glucose level. For this purpose we used 

glucometer.  We also measured the insulin of mices 

of different stage of fasting like 8 h fasting and 15 h 

fasting. We also have to find the thiobarbituric acid 

reactive for this purpose we uses a commercial kit for 

this finding. It is important to observe the proteins for 

this purpose we uses a ox select protein carbonyl 

spectrophotometric assay. We also have to find RNA 

for this purpose we uses TRIzol.  We to obtain the 

proteins so the protein is extracted by using chaps. 

 

RESULTS: 

We also uses the cross methods to maintain the 

different chemicals in mice. So for the restorance of 

we uses cross method with the. It is observed that in 

Li-ghrko mice there is 95 percent deduction in serum 

we observed. While in a hit mice the expression was 

increased HIT levels by 2 folds. During crossing of 

these two types of mices its normalizes serum. It is 

also observed that the serum GH levels increased five 

folds. It is also found the protein level in serium in 

both these types of mices it is shown in following 

figure. It is shown in result that Li-ghrko shows the 

increased in blood glucose and in insulin levels. It is 

also observed in result that Li-ghrko hit have fivefold 

increase in serum. It plays a important role in overall 

insulin sensitivity. Our results different from previous 

studies as shown in figure. 
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In the above figure it is shows that the HIT mice cross with Li-ghrko mice. It is also shown that how it effects in 

results by using above figure. Now there is another figure are following which describes the fed state and fasting 

state. Yes the effect on schedule of fasting and fed state as shown in following figure. It shows the how glucose and 

insulin effects in following figure. 
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In order to find the whole body insulin sensitivity we performed a find the insulin sensitivity. It is observed that the 

increases in the new individual as in match with  to the old one. Following figure will show that the transgene.  

 
 

 

DISCUSSION 

It is observed above that how it affects these things 

[13]. It is observed that how it affects on serum and 

liver [14]. It is observed that what response of it after 

18 days and how it affects on liver or serum it is 

observed by using real time technology it is also 

observed that how it effects on rats during the 

observation and during the staying period as shown 

in following figure. It indicates that the igf 1 how it 

restores it. It is also found that how its stresses the 

liver and serum li-ghrko level and how it works [15]. 

As it shown in following figure. In this study there is 

rats involved the two types the li ghrko and hit type. 

In this study we use a method called the cross 

methods in which female become pregnant. After the 

cross method we wait for some months after some 

months the new individual in this study moves a new 

story. We gave name to him called the li ghrko it. It 

is observed that how the lipid effects hit and how the 

metabolism and how it effects these things. It is 

observed that it is high in the li ghrko and minimizes 

in new individual li ghrko hit and vice versa. 
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CONCLUSION: 

It is a very important study that is we done in Mayo 

hospital Lahore. It reveals secret from many effects 

how it effects on body how it effects liver and serum 

and how its work on it. We performed this study on 

rats the rats called the li gharko and the hit. In this 

study we uses the cross method. In crosses the li 

gharko and it. The result of this cross we called it the 

li gharko it. In the following figure it is shows that 

how lipids affects on it. It is observed that how it 

effects the how serum becomes low and high in new 

individual called it the li gharko it is also observed 

that we also observed that the high level of 

maximization in sod and we also compared the both 

li gharko and new individual and the li gharko hit. 

This experiment has been performed by using the 

cross methods in this we uses the two types of rats 

name called the li gharko and hit type. In this 
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experiment we also uses the cross methods. We 

crosses these two types of rats called li gharko and hit 

type. After some months new individual in called the 

li gahrko hit. We gave them a new name called li 

gharko hit which is the result of the crosses 

methods.in this study we shows the hepatic gh and it 

overall in touch with lipid. We used serum plasma in 

this study to find and investigate. We collected 

plasma in mayo hospital Lahore by using orbital 

bleeding in time between 9 to 10 am. We also 

collected free fatty acids calorimetric assay. We also 

have to find the tissue FA composition. We find the 

FA composition by using the gas chromatography 

method. 
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